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We report a measurement of e+e− pairs from semileptonic heavy-flavor decays in d+Au col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. Exploring the mass and transverse-momentum dependence of the
yield, the bottom decay contribution can be isolated from charm, and quantified by compari-
son to pythia and mc@nlo simulations. The resulting bb¯-production cross section is σdAubb¯ =
1.37±0.28(stat)±0.46(syst) mb, which is equivalent to a nucleon-nucleon cross section of σNNbb =
3.4± 0.8(stat)±1.1(syst) µb.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw
I. INTRODUCTION
Collisions of heavy nuclei at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory produce a quark-gluon plasma, which is a fundamen-
tally new strongly coupled state of partonic matter [1–
4]. There is extensive experimental evidence that par-
tons lose energy while traversing the hot medium [5–7].
Many theoretical studies have been performed to deter-
mine the role of gluon radiation and collisional energy
loss processes [8, 9], as well as to confront the data with
predictions based upon AdS/CFT [10].
The fate of a higher mass quark traversing the
plasma can help elucidate the mechanism of the en-
ergy loss, as the quark mass affects gluon radiation in
the medium [11]. Consequently, single electrons and
positrons from the decays of mesons containing heavy
quarks have been studied in various systems at both
RHIC [12–14] and the Large Hadron Collider at CERN
[15, 16].
Differentiating among theoretical descriptions of the
energy loss will be aided by comparing charm and bot-
tom yields. In order to observe quark-gluon plasma ef-
fects on heavy quarks, it is crucial to compare Au+Au
data to a baseline measurement not dominated by the
plasma. Typically p+p collisions are used to provide this
baseline. There are also effects of cold nuclear matter
on the production of heavy quarks, which can be stud-
ied by comparing p+p to p+Pb or d+Au. PHENIX has
already reported modification in cold nuclear matter of
single electrons at moderate pT [13], heavy flavor mea-
sured through e-µ correlations [17] and J/ψ [18, 19]. Of
course, the bound state can be broken up in cold nu-
clear matter, so the cc¯ and bb¯ production cross sections
in d+Au are of interest.
Clean c/b separation is difficult to achieve with single
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lepton measurements, as the single lepton spectrum con-
tains both charm and bottom contributions. The B decay
contribution increases with pT , and is comparable to the
D decay contribution at pT ≥ 3 GeV/c [20, 21]. PHENIX
performed initial measurements of the charm and bottom
cross sections in p+p collisions via high mass dielectrons
[22] and electron-hadron correlations [20]. STAR also re-
ported a bb¯ cross section in p+p collisions [14] measured
through single electron spectra.
Reconstructing heavy flavor hadrons or measuring lep-
tons with displaced vertices allows more direct separation
of charm and bottom. However, such measurements re-
quire microvertex detectors or large data sets into a very
large aperture with high resolution hadron identification.
PHENIX has a new silicon microvertex detector, but no
d+Au data have been collected with it yet.
Dielectron spectra, which are double differential in
mass and pT , allow separation of regions dominated by
charm from those dominated by bottom. The yield and
shape of the mass and pT spectra provide sensitivity to
the heavy flavor cross sections. Furthermore, the spectra
can also encode information about the heavy flavor pro-
duction mechanism via the dielectron correlations, which
affect the detected pair mass and pT and therefore the
spectral shape.
Initial-state effects such as gluon shadowing in the nu-
cleus may affect heavy quark cross sections as the dom-
inant production channel at RHIC is gluon fusion. The
shape of the mass and pT distributions of charm and
bottom decay electrons could additionally be sensitive to
other effects, such as parton energy loss and rescattering
in cold nuclear matter, for which evidence was recently
reported [13]. While azimuthal correlations of the two
leptons have advantages for studying the heavy-quark
production process [17], analysis of dileptons as a func-
tion of mass and pT is undertaken in order to separate
charm and bottom contributions.
In this paper we report a high statistics measurement
of dielectrons in d+Au collisions in order to provide part
of the necessary baseline information for quark-gluon
plasma studies. Section II describes the experimental
apparatus and trigger. Section III presents details about
4the data analysis, including electron identification, back-
ground subtraction, and efficiency corrections. The data
are presented in Section IV, as double differential spec-
tra in mass and pT . Expected sources of dielectrons, and
effects of the PHENIX acceptance are also discussed in
this section. In Section V the results are compared to
models of charm and bottom production to determine
the heavy flavor cross sections and examine sensitivity to
leading-order and next-to-leading-order quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD) descriptions of heavy-flavor physics.
Section VI presents our summary and conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENT
The data reported in this paper were collected in the
2008 RHIC d+Au run. The data were recorded by the
PHENIX detector using both a minimum bias trigger
and an electron trigger. A total of 3.1 billion trig-
gered events were analyzed, corresponding to 116.6 bil-
lion sampled minimum bias events and an integrated lu-
minosity of 58.6 nb−1 (equivalent to a nucleon-nucleon∫
Ldt = 23 pb−1).
Electrons are measured in PHENIX using the two cen-
tral arm spectrometers, each covering |η| < 0.35 and
∆φ = pi/2. A detailed description of the PHENIX de-
tector is available in [23]. Tracks are reconstructed using
information from hits in the drift chambers (DC) and
pad chambers. The magnitude of the particle’s bend in
the central axial magnetic field is determined from the
reconstructed track and used to determine the track’s
momentum. The momentum resolution for this data set
is δp/p = 0.011 ⊕ 0.0116p, where p is in GeV/c.
Tracks are projected onto the photomultiplier tube
plane of the ring-imaging Cˇerenkov counter (RICH).
Matched hits allow cuts on the ring shape and size to sep-
arate electrons from hadrons to approximately 5 GeV/c.
The electromagnetic calorimeters (EMCal) measure the
deposited energy and the shower shape. The ratio of the
measured energy and momentum provides further elec-
tron identification [12].
The collision vertex, collision time, and minimum bias
trigger are provided by a pair of beam-beam counters
(BBC) located 144 cm from the center of PHENIX, on
either side of the collision region. Each BBC comprises
64 quartz Cˇerenkov counters and covers a rapidity range
of 3.0 < |η| < 3.9. The collision vertex resolution is
approximately 0.5 cm in d+Au collisions. The minimum
bias trigger requires a coincidence between North and
South sides of the BBC, with at least one hit on each
side and accepts the events if the BBC vertex is within
38 cm of the nominal interaction vertex. The minimum
bias trigger is sensitive to 88± 4% of all d+Au collisions
[24].
Collisions producing an electron-positron pair are ex-
tremely rare; fewer than 1% of minimum bias triggered
events contain a single electron (pT >200 MeV) in the
central arm acceptance. Consequently, pairs exist in
only a tiny fraction of the events. Furthermore, pairs
at high mass and high pT have cross sections many or-
ders of magnitude smaller than pairs from vector meson
decays. As a result, electron triggered events are crucial
for collecting a high statistics dielectron sample in d+Au.
The PHENIX electron trigger requires a Cˇerenkov ring
deposited in the RICH that is spatially aligned with a
shower in the EMCal with energy above two thresholds
of 600 and 800 MeV. The bias of the resulting samples
is corrected for the trigger efficiency using the ratio of
electron triggered to minimum bias triggered events as a
function of electron momentum. The minimum bias trig-
gered data sample does not require any minimum energy
threshold criterion. The single electron trigger threshold
creates a mass threshold for electron pairs, and is cor-
rected by comparing to minimum bias collisions double-
differentially in mass and pT .
III. DATA ANALYSIS
Data quality cuts include fiducial cuts to remove any
detector edge effects or dead areas. The data were col-
lected into run groups with similar detector performance
characteristics. Each group was analyzed separately, and
the groups were combined after efficiency correction.
A. Electron identification
Electron candidates must pass track reconstruction
quality cuts, have pT > 0.2 GeV/c, as well as fire the
RICH and EMCal detectors. To be identified as an elec-
tron, each candidate must be associated with two or
more fired RICH photomultiplier tubes within the ex-
pected RICH ring size and position. In the relatively
low multiplicity d+Au collisions, this is the main dis-
criminating cut using the RICH. Electrons are also re-
quired to have a good match to an EMCal cluster. For
further electron identification, the energy in the EMCal
must satisfy the requirement E/p > 0.5. The electron
purity is approximately 85-90%. Finally, to fully con-
trol the kinematic edge of the single electron pT cut,
the pair mT =
√
m2 + p2T is required to be greater than
450 MeV/c.
Photon conversions in detector support structures are
identified in the two-dimensional plane of DC hit az-
imuthal angle vs. E/p. Conversion electrons traverse a
portion of the magnetic field and, consequently, their mo-
mentum and, therefore, their E/p is mismeasured. Fully
reconstructed conversions in the beam pipe and air be-
fore the DC are removed by a cut on a pairwise variable,
φV , defined as
~u =
~p1 + ~p2
|~p1 + ~p2| , (1)
~v = ~p1 × ~p2, (2)
5~w = ~u× ~v, (3)
~ua =
~u× zˆ
|~u× zˆ| , (4)
φV = arccos
(
~w · ~ua
|~w||~ua|
)
. (5)
Here ~p1 is the 3-momentum vector of the electron and ~p2
the 3-momentum vector of the positron. This is a cut on
the orientation of the plane defined by the opening angle
of the pair with respect to the magnetic field, which is
parallel to the beam axis ~z. The e+e− pairs from photon
conversions have no intrinsic opening angle. Therefore,
the only way they can be separated from each other is by
the magnetic field pulling them apart. In this case, the
opening angle will be aligned perpendicular to the mag-
netic field. However, any pair that decays from a source
with mass must have an opening angle that is randomly
oriented with respect to the magnetic field. Formee <600
MeV/c2, this cut removes 98% of the conversions while
retaining 80% of the signal pairs. At higher pair mass
where the heavy flavor spectrum dominates, conversions
are negligible and this cut does not affect the signal effi-
ciency.
An additional source of contamination in the dielec-
tron spectrum is due to hadron tracks that share a RICH
ring with an electron. The sharing cannot be properly
reproduced by event-mixing, so this contamination must
be removed before background subtraction. As like-sign
electron-hadron pairs populate a different region in mass
and pT from unlike-sign pairs, like-sign subtraction also
cannot be used to remove this contamination. Conse-
quently, a cut is placed on the distance between the
projection of any two tracks onto the RICH photomul-
tiplier tube plane. If the projections are within 10 σ in
∆φRICH ⊕ ∆zRICH (this corresponds ≈ 36 cm, roughly
twice the predicted maximum diameter of a RICH ring),
then the entire event is rejected. This cut does not af-
fect the mass spectrum above mee > 600 MeV/c
2 and
removes less than 1% of the events.
B. Background Subtraction
All electrons and positrons in a given event are com-
bined into pairs. We refer to these as foreground and
denote the number of e+e− pairs as N+− and the like-
sign pairs as N±±. The foreground pairs contain sig-
nal pairs (S+−) from the sources that we are interested
in, and background pairs. Electrons and positrons from
different physical sources (Bcomb+− ) are uncorrelated. Ad-
ditionally, there are some e+e− background pairs which
are correlated (Bcor+−), described in Section III B 1. Both
types of background are subtracted statistically from the
foreground to extract the signal.
Since the background is typically larger than the sig-
nal, the background estimation requires precision of a
few percent. The signal-to-background (S/B) ratio varies
with invariant mass of the pairs. In d+Au collisions, the
pT integrated S/B is larger than 1.0 only near the vector
meson masses. It is below 0.1 for the low mass con-
tinuum (<1.0 GeV/c2). In the intermediate mass con-
tinuum (1.0-3.0 GeV/c2), the S/B is roughly constant
between 0.2-0.3; the S/B increases for higher mass.
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FIG. 1: Mass distribution for the combinatorial background
determined by event mixing Bcomb+− and B
comb
±± as the red and
black line, respectively. The shape difference due to the dif-
ference in acceptance between like-sign and unlike-sign pairs
in PHENIX is clearly visible. Also shown are foreground like-
sign pairs N±±(black points) and N±±corrected for the accep-
tance difference (red points). The differences between points
and lines are the the correlated background.
There are two different approaches to estimating the
background, (i) the like-sign subtraction technique based
on the measured like-sign foreground N±± or (ii) the
event mixing technique. In the PHENIX experiment the
acceptance for like and unlike-sign pairs is different due
to the two arm geometry and thus the shape of the in-
variant mass distributions are different as illustrated in
Figure 1. We therefore traditionally have used the event
mixing technique. In this method, combinatorial back-
ground is estimated by taking an electron from event i
and pairing it with a positron from event j( 6= i). This is
a powerful approach as it allows for an extremely high
statistics estimation of the background [25]. However,
such an estimation must be normalized with a precision
much better than the S/B. In addition, the mixed event
spectra do not contain any of the correlated background
and therefore these additional pairs must be estimated
using Monte Carlo methods.
In this paper we use the like-sign subtraction tech-
nique, which avoids the complications inherent in the
mixed event background estimation. This method uses
the acceptance difference for like and unlike-sign pairs,
described in Section III B 2.
1. Correlated Background
There are two sources of correlated background: cross
pairs and jet pairs [22]. Cross pairs are correlated
6through a hadron decay that results in two e+e− pairs.
These pairs originate from pi0 and η0 double-Dalitz de-
cays (pi0(η) → γ∗γ∗→e+e−e+e−), a single-Dalitz de-
cay accompanied by a photon conversion (pi0(η) →
γγ∗→e+e−e+e−), and diphoton decays with both pho-
tons converting (pi0(η) → γγ → e+e−e+e−). The cross
pair correlation arises because of the small opening angle
between the virtual and/or real decay photons. The re-
sulting dielectrons tend to manifest at low mass and high
pT .
Jet pairs are the other major source of correlated e+e−
background. In this case, the electron and positron are
decay products of different hadrons inside jets. Di-jet
production and fragmentation causes a correlation in the
parent hadrons, which is inherited by the daughter elec-
trons. When the electron and positron are from opposing
(back-to-back) jets, the pair typically has low pT and high
mass. When they arise from two hadrons in the same jet,
the pair typically has a high pT and low mass.
Since cross pairs and jet pairs result from two e+e−
pairs, correlated pairs with like and unlike-sign are pro-
duced at the same rate. This fact can be exploited to
correct for correlated background in the unlike-sign dis-
tribution.
2. Like-sign Subtraction
The like-sign subtraction technique uses the fore-
ground like-sign pairs N±± to determine the background.
This has two distinct advantages over the event mixing
technique. First, the measured yield N±± requires no ad-
ditional absolute normalization. The second advantage,
which was mentioned in the previous section, is that N±±
contains the identical amount of correlated background
as the measured e+e− pairs N+−. Hence, no independent
simulation of the correlated background is needed.
This method, however, can be used in PHENIX only
after correcting for the different acceptance for like-sign
and unlike-sign pairs of the two-arm configuration (see
Fig. 1). This correction is provided by the ratio of the ac-
ceptance functions for unlike- and like-sign pairs, the rel-
ative acceptance correction, α, which is due solely to the
detector geometry and is determined using mixed events
as follows:
α(m, pT ) =
Bcomb+− (m, pT )
Bcomb±± (m, pT )
. (6)
The ratio of mixed-event unlike-sign to like-sign pairs is
calculated differentially in mass and pT and is applied to
each run group separately.
Figure 1 shows the mass distribution for the unlike
and like-sign pairs in mixed events, Bcomb+− and B
comb
±± , re-
spectively. Also shown is the mass spectrum for like-sign
pairs N±±. The relative acceptance correction translates
N±±to the unlike-sign pair space via N+− = α × N±±.
Deviations between the α corrected like-sign spectrum
and the unlike-sign mixed events correspond to the cross
pairs and jet pairs.
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FIG. 2: The top panel shows the e+e− pair foreground N+−,
the combinatorial background Bcomb+− determined through
event mixing, and the difference of the two which is the sum
of the signal we are interested in S+− and the correlated back-
ground Bcor+− that still needs to be subtracted. Shown in the
middle panel is the estimate of the correlated background
Bcor+−, which is the difference between the foreground like-sign
pairs N±± corrected for the relative acceptance difference α
between N±±and N+−(see Fig. 1 and Eq. 6) and the com-
binatorial background Bcomb+− . The bottom panel shows the
signal S+− which is calculated as N+− − α × N±±. In this
plot, the combinatorial background is normalized in a region
with minimal correlated background[22].
The subtraction procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. It il-
lustrates the steps to transform the measured e+e− pairs
N+−in Fig. 2(a) to the signal of interest S+− in Fig. 2(c).
Figure 2(a) shows N+−, Bcomb+− and their difference, which
corresponds to the signal S+−plus the correlated back-
ground Bcor+−. The middle panel of Fig. 2(b) shows B
cor
+−
calculated as the difference, α × N±± − Bcomb+− . The
signal S+− is given in Fig. 2(c). The actual background
subtraction is done double-differentially, and separately
for each run group, as well as separately for minimum
7bias and electron triggered events.
S+−(m, pT ) = N+−(m, pT )−Bcomb+− −Bcor+−
= N+−(m, pT )− α(m, pT )×N±±(m, pT ). (7)
For the electron triggered events, the trigger used in
the data collection biases the single electron distribution
towards high pT and as such the triggered events can not
be mixed with each other. Thus to generate the correct
combinatorial background shape of e+e− pairs, the mixed
events are generated from the minimum bias data sample,
but as in the real events, they are required to satisfy the
trigger requirement. Every mixed pair therefore contains
at least one electron that fulfills the trigger condition[26].
3. B meson decay chains
Approximately 1/3 of the ee pairs from bb¯ production
are like-sign pairs. Using the like-sign subtraction tech-
nique, these are removed from the signal S+−. The main
decay chains for B and D mesons to ee pairs are shown
in Table. I. While for cc¯, only the direct semi-leptonic de-
cays, (1) in Table. I, contribute, many more possibilities
exist for bb¯. Decay combinations (1),(1) and (2),(2) lead
to e+e− pairs, while combinations (2)(1) and (1)(2) lead
to e−e− and e+e+ pairs due to the flavor change in the
decay. The last decay chain (3) involves decay of a single
b or b¯ and produces only e+e− pairs. Since the semi-
leptonic decay channels for B and D mesons have ap-
proximately equal branching ratios, and more than 90%
of B mesons decay to D, all three groups of decays are ap-
proximately equally likely. This results in about a third
of all ee pairs from bb¯ decays being like-sign pairs.
TABLE I: Summary of the most relevant cc¯ and bb¯ decay
chains that contribute to e+e− pairs. The effective branching
ratio averages over all possible meson combinations.
Mode Decay chain Effective B.R.
(1) D → e+X 9.4%
(1) B → e+X 11%
(2) B → D¯X → e−X 8.5%
(3) B → D¯e+X → e+e−X 0.8%
Another important difference between ee pair produc-
tion from bb¯ compared to cc¯ is that particle-antiparticle
oscillations between B0 and B¯0 can change one of the
charges in an ee pair [27]. A B0d oscillates with a proba-
bility of ∼17% while a B0s does so ≈49% of the time [28].
Therefore, in the all decay chain combinations involving
(1) or (2) from Table I, there is 20% probability for a
sign change.
It is thus vital to treat the simulations with the same
procedure as the data in order to properly account for all
of the heavy flavor pairs. Both pythia [29] and Monte
Carlo at next-to-leading-order (mc@nlo) [30] calcula-
tions generate the proper like-sign yield from heavy flavor
sources. As in the data analysis, we subtract this like-sign
contribution from the unlike-sign yield in the simulations.
Only then are comparisons made to the data.
C. Efficiency Corrections
The e+e− signal S+− is corrected for single particle
detection and identification efficiency to obtain the di-
electron yield in the PHENIX acceptance:
d2N
dmeedpeeT
=
1
Nsampledevt
· 1
∆mee
· 1
∆peeT
· 1
εrec(m, pT )
· 1
εERT(m, pT )
· S+−(m, pT ) · Cbias. (8)
The reconstruction efficiency εrec(m, pT ) is evaluated us-
ing a geant3Monte Carlo simulation of the PHENIX
detector. It accounts for losses in yield due to dead ar-
eas in the detector, track reconstruction efficiency, single
track quality cuts, electron identification cuts, and e+e−
pair cuts. Since the detector performance varies from
run group to run group, efficiency is evaluated separately
for each run group. The inverse (εrec(m, pT ))
−1 is used
to correct the S+− to represent the yield in the ideal
PHENIX acceptance1. No correction is made for pair ac-
ceptance, as the magnitude of such corrections depends
upon the pair production process and thus the opening
angle between the electron and positron.
The trigger efficiency εERT(m, pT ) for e
+e− pairs is
measured by requiring that one of the electrons in the
pair satisfies the single electron trigger conditions. The
resulting mass spectrum is compared to that from min-
imum bias events to evaluate the trigger efficiency. The
trigger approaches full efficiency for pair masses above
approximately 2 GeV/c2.
The factor Cbias = 0.889± 0.003 accounts for the cor-
relation between heavy flavor events and an increase in
the charge deposited in the BBC [24] as well as any inef-
ficiency in the BBC trigger. It is calculated in a Glauber
Monte Carlo-based framework that includes the BBC re-
sponse. The corrected yield represents the heavy flavor
yield corresponding to the inelastic d+Au cross section
of σdAuinel = 2.3± 0.1 b [24].
1 The PHENIX acceptance is parameterized as function of the
azimuthal angle φ of a track, its pT , and charge sign q by
conditions for the DC and the RICH for each spectrometer
arm separately: φmin < φ + qkDC/pT < φmax and φmin <
φ + qkRICH/pT < φmax. The parameters are kDC = 0.206
rad GeV/c, kRICH = 0.309 rad GeV/c, φmin = −3/16pi to
φmax = 5/16pi, andφmin = 11/16pi to φmax = 19/16pi.
8D. Systematic Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties on the e+e− yield arise
from uncertainties on the dielectron reconstruction effi-
ciency, the single electron trigger efficiency, and the pre-
cision of the background determination.
The uncertainty on electron reconstruction is based on
the reproducibility of the final result using multiple cut
variations both on single electrons and on electron pairs.
The cuts varied include electron identification, conver-
sion rejection, and pair cuts. The conversion rejection
and pair cuts are less influential and only affect the low
mass region (< 600 MeV/c2). The uncertainties are
evaluated by reconstructing simulated dielectrons using
a full geant3 Monte Carlo simulation of the PHENIX
detector. Detector dead areas can vary slightly within a
given performance-based run group. Typical run-by-run
variations were analyzed in addition to group-by-group
variations, in order to evaluate the systematic uncertain-
ties from detector performance. In the intermediate (1-3
GeV/c2) and high mass regions (>3 GeV/c2), these un-
certainties vary between 10-20%.
The precision of the trigger efficiency correction de-
pends on the available statistics in the minimum bias
data sample as well as on the super module segmentation
of the EMCal. An EMCal super module is a group of 12×
12 (or 6 × 4) lead-scintillator towers[31]. The trigger ef-
ficiency is calculated using the statistically independent
minimum bias data for each EMCal super module sepa-
rately within each run group. The single electron trigger
efficiencies are then used in the simulation to obtain pair
trigger efficiency. The triggered data is used above pair
mT > 1.5 GeV/c and contributes only a 5% uncertainty
to the final result.
The dominant source of systematic uncertainty is the
accuracy of the relative acceptance correction. Since it is
a mass and pT dependent scale factor applied directly to
the background, it affects the overall uncertainty in pro-
portion to the background-to-signal ratio. This correc-
tion is very sensitive to the fluctuations in detector dead
area that exist within a run group. Dedicated Monte
Carlo simulations were performed to determine the effect
of removing or including various regions of the PHENIX
central arms. These regions were chosen to reflect realis-
tic geometry including EMCal modules/super modules,
DC wires grouped by power input and signal output, and
shifted positions of intrusive support structures. This un-
certainty ranges from <5% at high mass (>5 GeV/c2) to
∼25% below 2.5 GeV/c2.
Table II summarizes the magnitude of the systematic
uncertainty arising from various sources and the affected
mass ranges.
TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of the dilepton yield due
to different sources with an indication of the applicable mass
range. The transverse mass is defined as mT =
√
m2 + p2T .
Component Syst.uncertainty Mass (GeV/c2)
Pair reconstruction 14% 0–14
Conversion rejection 6% 0–0.6
0% >0.6
Pair cuts 5% 0.4–0.6
Trigger efficiency 5% mT ≥ 1.5
Dead area, run groups 15% 0–2.5
10% 2.5–14
Relative acceptance 5%×B/S 0–2.5
2%×B/S 2.5–5
1%×B/S >5
IV. RESULTS
A. Yield of e+e− pairs
Figure 3 shows the mass projection of the measured
double differential e+e− pair yield in the ideal PHENIX
acceptance (as described in footnote1). The inset shows
the mass spectrum up to 4.5 GeV/c2, and a detailed cock-
tail of hadronic decay sources that contribute to the mass
spectrum below 4.5 GeV/c2. The main figure shows the
mass distributions of charm, bottom and Drell-Yan e+e−
pairs obtained using pythia. One can clearly see that
the resonances lie atop a continuum, which is dominated
by three body decays of pseudoscalar and vector mesons
for masses below 1.0 GeV/c2. Above 1.0 GeV/c2 the con-
tinuum is dominated by pairs from semi-leptonic decays
of heavy flavor, with the bottom contribution becoming
more important at higher mass.
The lower panel of the Figure 3 shows the ratio of
data to the expected sources. The shape of the mea-
sured mass spectrum is well described by the expected
sources over the entire mass range. For the mass range
below 1.0 GeV/c2, the cocktail is absolutely normalized
and shows a good agreement to the data. For the high
mass region, the e+e− pair continuum from heavy flavor
decays is normalized to the data to extract the bottom
and charm cross section as discussed below.
B. Expected sources of e+e− pairs
Many sources contribute to the inclusive e+e− pair
yield, so an in-depth understanding of the expected
sources and their double differential distribution in e+e−
pair mass and pT is necessary to interpret the data. We
use the detailed component-by-component simulation de-
veloped in [25], as a benchmark. The cocktail includes
pseudoscalar and vector meson decays, semi-leptonic de-
cays of heavy flavor, and e+e− pairs created through the
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FIG. 3: Inclusive e+e− pair yield from minimum bias d+Au collisions as a function of mass. The data are compared to our
model of expected sources. The inset shows in detail the mass range up to 4.5 GeV/c2. In the lower panel, the ratio of data
to expected sources is shown with systematic uncertainties.
Drell-Yan mechanism.
The pseudoscalar mesons, pi0 and η, and vector
mesons, ω, φ, J/ψ and the Υ, are generated based
on measured differential d+Au cross sections [32–37].
The contributions from mesons not directly measured
in d+Au (η′, ρ, and ψ′) are determined relative to the
measured mesons (η, ω, J/ψ, respectively) using par-
ticle ratios from p+p or jet fragmentation [22]. Decay
kinematics, branching ratios, electromagnetic transition
form factors, etc. are based on the most up-to-date
information from the Particle Data Group [38]. The
yield of e+e− pairs created through the Drell-Yan mecha-
nism was simulated using pythia2 For the normalization
we use a cross section of 34 ± 28 nb, which was deter-
mined by a simultaneous fit of the data at high mass to
Drell-Yan, charm, and bottom contributions using the
pythiasimulation. The systematic uncertainty in the
Drell-Yan cross section is propagated through the sub-
sequent heavy flavor cross section analysis. This uncer-
tainty has a negligible effect (< 5%) on the final result
2 Drell-Yan pythia-6 [29], using parameters: MSEL=0,
MSTP(43)=3, MSTP(33)=1, MSTP(32)=1, MSUB(1)=1,
MSTP(52)=2, MSTP(54)=2, MSTP(56)=2, MSTP(51)=10041
(CTEQ6LL), MSTP(91)=1, PARP(91)=1.5, MSTP(33)=1,
MSTP(31)=1.38, MSTP(32)=4, CKIN(3)=0.5, CKIN(1)=0.5,
CKIN(2)=-1.0, CKIN(4)=-1.0, MSTP(71)=0
of the bottom cross section. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
the contribution from Drell-Yan is extremely small be-
low ≈ 5 GeV/c2. It remains a minor contribution to the
dielectron pair spectrum below 10 GeV/c2.
The double differential contribution from semi-leptonic
decays of heavy flavor are simulated using two different
p+p event generators, pythiaand mc@nlo. The cross
sections for cc¯ and bb¯ in the cocktail shown in Fig. 3 are
the ones extracted from this work, as discussed below.
The pythiaprogram generates heavy quark pairs by
calculating the leading order pQCD gluon fusion contri-
butions. We used pythiain forced cc¯ or bb¯ production
mode3 to match Ref. [22], and CTEQ5L as the input
parton distribution function.
The mc@nlopackage (v. 4.03) [30, 39] is an NLO sim-
ulation that generates hard scattering events to be passed
to Herwig(vers. 6.520) [40] for fragmentation into the
vacuum. Since the package is a two-step procedure con-
sisting of event generation and then fragmentation, care
is taken to pass the color flow of each parton configura-
tion from the generator to Herwig. In addition, since
flavor creation (i.e., qq → QQ and gg → QQ) processes
3 Heavy flavor pythia-6 [29], using parameters MSEL=4
(cc¯) or 5 (bb¯), MSTP(91)=1, PARP(91)=1.5, MSTP(33)=1,
PARP(31)=1.0, MSTP(32)=4, PMAS(4)=1.25, PMAS(5)=4.1”
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at order α2S can generate some of the higher order pro-
cesses through parton showering, mc@nlokeeps track
of this to ensure an accurate result. While the default
mc@nlopackage generates bb¯ events, it does not incor-
porate cc¯ events. Thus, we altered the default package
to enable charm production4. Because both mc@nloand
Herwiguse the standard PDG process ID codes [38], we
changed the process code from -1705 (H1H2 → bb¯ + X)
to -1704 (H1H2 → cc¯+X) and adjusted the heavy quark
mass to the charm quark, 1.29 GeV/c2. No other param-
eters were modified. In contrast to pythia, the running
parameters of mc@nlodoes not need to be fine-tuned for
different analyses. CTEQ6M [41] was used to provide the
input parton distribution function.
The electrons and positrons from all simulations are
filtered through the PHENIX acceptance [25]. The
e+e− pair acceptance depends on the production pro-
cess, which determines the correlation between the elec-
tron and positron. For pseudoscalar and vector meson
decays, the e+e− pairs originate from an intermediate
virtual photon that correlates the momenta of e+ and
e−. For e+e− pairs from heavy flavor decays the correla-
tion is governed by the interplay of two contributions: (i)
the QCD production of the qq¯ pair, which determines the
rapidity distribution of the pair, the rapidity gap between
q and q¯ and the extent to which they are back-to-back
in azimuthal angle; and (ii) the decay kinematics of the
two independent semi-leptonic decays. The latter tends
to randomize the correlation if the mass of the quark is
large compared to its momentum. In the limit of very
large quark masses the decays will occur at rest and the
e+ and e− momenta will be determined exclusively by the
independent decays. In contrast, for small quark masses
the decay products will be boosted along the momenta of
the parent quarks and thus their correlation will closely
reflect the correlations between the parent quarks.
The differences between the acceptance for e+e− pairs
from charm and bottom production are documented in
Tables III to VI. While only 1 out of 500 e+e− pairs
from charm production is accepted in PHENIX, 1 out
of 120 pairs from bottom production is accepted. This
can be compared to the limiting case of very large quark
masses, for which the direction of the decay e+ and e−
are independent and approximately 1 of 80 e+e− pairs
will fall into the PHENIX acceptance. The acceptance
for e+e− pairs from bb¯ is only 30% different from this
limiting case, while for cc¯ the deviation is more than a
factor of five. This suggests that the acceptance for pairs
from bb¯ is driven mostly by decay kinematics, and thus
depends only a little on the correlation between the b and
b¯. Consequently the model dependence must be much
smaller for bb¯ than for cc¯.
Comparing pythiaand mc@nloin Table IV and Ta-
4 This trivial adaptation was reviewed by the original
mc@nloauthors via private communication.
TABLE III: Number of cc¯ pairs at midrapidity in ycc¯ = 1 and
ycc¯ = 0.7 relative to 4pi. ycc¯ corresponds to the rapidity of
center-of-mass of cc¯ pair.
Acceptance pythiacc¯ pairs mc@nlocc¯ pairs
4pi 1 1
|ycc¯| < 0.5 0.275 0.297
|ycc¯| < 0.35 0.2 0.215
TABLE IV: Yields of e+e− pairs from cc¯, measured in units
of one cc¯ pair per event divided by the effective semi-leptonic
branching ratio squared F cc¯BR = (B.R.(c→ e))2, where B.R.
is the effective branching ratio of 9.4%.
Acceptance pythiae+e− pairs mc@nloe+e− pairs
from cc¯ [F cc¯BR
−1
] from cc¯ [F cc¯BR
−1
]
4pi 1 1
|ye+&ye− | < 0.5 0.042 0.035
|ye+&ye− | < 0.5 && 0.0047 0.00022
me+e− > 1.16GeV/c
2
|ye+&ye− | < 0.35 0.021 0.017
|ye+&ye− |PHENIX 0.0023 0.0016
|ye+&ye− |PHENIX && 0.00044 0.0002
me+e− > 1.16GeV/c
2
ble VI shows that indeed the difference between the ac-
ceptance calculated with pythiaand mc@nlois much
smaller for bb¯ than for cc¯ pairs. For bottom production
the difference is about 5%, while in the charm case the ac-
ceptance is different by a factor of 1.2, which increases to
2.2, if one restricts the mass range to above 1.16 GeV/c2.
Most of this model-dependence is already apparent when
going from 4pi to a restricted rapidity coverage of ∆y = 1
for e+ and e−, and does not significantly increase when
restricting to the smaller PHENIX aperture.
The correlations of the q and q¯ are very different in
pythiaand mc@nlo. While in mc@nlothe correlation
is due to including NLO terms explicitly in the pQCD cal-
culation, in the first order pythiacalculation the correla-
tion is largely determined by the specific implementation
of intrinsic transverse momentum (kT ). While both mod-
els predict similar momentum distributions for the indi-
TABLE V: Number of bb¯ pairs at midrapidity in ybb¯ = 1 and
ybb¯ = 0.7 relative to 4pi. ybb¯ corresponds to the rapidity of
center-of-mass of bb¯ pair.
Acceptance pythiabb¯ pairs MC@NLO bb¯ pairs
4pi 1 1
|ybb¯| < 0.5 0.39 0.40
|ybb¯| < 0.35 0.28 0.29
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TABLE VI: Yields of e+e− pairs from bb¯, measured in units
of one bb¯ pair per event divided by the effective semi-leptonic
branching ratio squared F bb¯BR = (B.R.(b→ e))2, where B.R.
is the effective branching ratio of 15.8% using a like-sign pair
subtraction, or 22% not considering the like-sign pairs.
Acceptance pythiae+e− pairs mc@nloe+e− pairs
from bb¯ [F bb¯BR
−1
] from bb¯ [F bb¯BR
−1
]
4pi 1 1
|ye+&ye− | < 0.5 0.095 0.091
|ye+&ye− | < 0.5 0.0425 0.0395
me+e− > 1.16GeV/c
2
|ye+&ye− | < 0.35 0.048 0.046
|ye+&ye− |PHENIX 0.0084 0.0080
|ye+&ye− |PHENIX 0.00368 0.0037
me+e− > 1.16GeV/c
2
vidual q and q¯, the opening angle distributions for the qq¯
pairs are different and thus the mass distributions in 4pi
differ substantially. These differences decrease upon se-
lecting decay e+e− pairs that fall in the PHENIX accep-
tance, so the shape of the mass and pT distributions from
the two models are quite similar. Thus in the PHENIX
acceptance, the model differences in the qq¯ correlations
surface mostly through different fractions of e+e− pairs
that fall in the acceptance.
For bb¯ pairs the decay kinematics have a different ef-
fect than for cc¯. About 50% of the e+e− pairs from bb¯
production involve only the decay of the b or b¯ quark
through the decay chain (3) from Table I and thus are a
priori insensitive to the opening angle of the bb¯ pair.
Since more than 90% of the B-mesons have momenta
much smaller than their mass, the decay electron is less
likely to move in the same direction as the parent meson.
Consequently the correlation between e+ and e− from
decays of b and b¯ through decay chains (1) and (2) in
Table I is smeared. The fraction of e+e− pairs in our ac-
ceptance from bb¯ is much less sensitive to the correlations
between the b and b¯. We have tested this conclusion by
randomizing the correlation between b and b¯ and found
that the acceptance remains unchanged while there is a
significant difference for cc¯.
Since the acceptance of e+e− pairs from bb¯ is mostly
driven by decay kinematics and not by the model depen-
dent production mechanism, the fraction of e+e− pairs
must also be less sensitive to any cold-nuclear-matter ef-
fects that alter the b or b¯ after they are produced. For
the lighter cc¯ quarks the sensitivity to the opening an-
gle between the c and c¯ is much larger, implying larger
model dependence and consequently cold-nuclear-matter
effects may have a larger influence on the distribution of
dielectrons from cc¯. The results obtained in this analy-
sis seem also insensitive to nuclear modifications of the
parton distribution function; when using EPS09 [42] for
the mc@nloor pythiacalculation the acceptance factor
for e+e− pairs from bb¯ and cc¯ production change by less
than 5%.
The simulated e+e− pairs are folded with the exper-
imental momentum resolution as well as with the en-
ergy loss due to bremsstrahlung. As a result we obtain
the double differential e+e− pair yield for the expected
sources that can be directly compared to the measured
yield. All components are absolutely normalized, except
for the heavy flavor contributions, which are used to de-
termine the bottom and charm cross section from the
e+e− pair data, and the Drell-Yan contribution, which is
negligibly small and was fixed to be consistent with the
data.
C. e+e− pairs from heavy flavor decays
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FIG. 4: Double differential e+e− pair yield from semi-leptonic
decays of heavy flavor in inelastic d+Au collisions. Shown
are mass projections in slices of pT . The pT intervals are
indicated in each panel. Systematic uncertainties are shown
as bars, downward pointing arrows indicate upper limits at
90% CL.
In order to access the heavy flavor yield, we subtract
the yield of the pseudoscalar and vector mesons as well
as the Drell-Yan contribution from the measured dielec-
tron spectra. The subtraction is done double differen-
tially in mass and pT . The results are shown in Fig. 4
as mass spectra in slices of transverse momentum. The
12
data are plotted above 1.0 GeV/c2, as lower mass e+e−
are dominated by hadronic decay contributions. In the
mass regions where the inclusive e+e− yield is dominated
by vector meson decays only upper limits can be quoted
for the subtracted spectra. We use pT bins of 500 MeV/c
up to pT =3 GeV/c. Above pT = 3.0 GeV/c, statistical
limitations dictate the use of broader pT bins.
V. HEAVY FLAVOR CROSS SECTION
DETERMINATION
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FIG. 5: Top panel compares the mass dependence of e+e−
pair yield with pythiaand mc@nlocalculations. The bottom
panel shows the comparison for the pT dependence. The gray
panel shown in top panel is not used in the fitting and is
excluded in the pT projection.
Figure 5 compares the projections of the e+e− yield
from heavy flavor decays onto the mass and pT axes to
the pythiaand mc@nlocalculations. The absolute nor-
malization of each calculation was adjusted to the data as
discussed below. The shape of the measured distributions
is well described by both simulations. Both projections
illustrate the fact that bottom production is dominant at
high mass or pT .
In the double differential spectra, the separation of
e+e− pairs from charm and bottom decays becomes even
more evident. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. At lower pair
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FIG. 6: Double differential e+e− pair yield from semi-
leptonic decays of heavy flavor as simulated by pythiaand
mc@nlo. Shown are mass projections in slices of pT . The pT
intervals are indicated in each panel.
momenta, charm production dominates the yield below
3 GeV/c2 mass. This dominance vanishes around pT = 2
GeV/c and reverses at higher pT , where bottom produc-
tion dominates. Note that this separation of bottom and
charm in mass versus pT is predicted by both generators
and is thus model independent.
To separate bottom and charm yields quantitatively,
we fit the distributions shown in Fig. 6 to the data shown
in Fig. 4 with two free parameters, Ncc¯ and Nbb¯. These,
in turn, are used to determine the charm and bottom
cross sections.
The fits are performed according to
dnhfee
dmdpT
∣∣∣
PHENIX
= Ncc¯
dncc¯ee
dmdpT
+Nbb¯
dnbb¯ee
dmdpT
, (9)
where the left hand side is the measured yield per
minimum bias triggered event, as shown in Fig. 4.
The ncc¯ee and n
bb¯
ee are determined either using the
pythiasimulation or the mc@nlosimulation, where the
simulation output was normalized to one cc¯ or bb¯ pair in
4pi. The nee include the branching ratios for both the
quark and anti-quark to decay semi-leptonically. Fur-
thermore, the simulated spectra require that the decay
e+ and e− each have pT > 200 MeV/c and that both
fall into the PHENIX acceptance and satisfy an explicit
cut on the pair mT > 450 MeV/c. The fits are per-
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FIG. 7: Double differential e+e− pair yield from heavy flavor
decays fitted to simulated distributions from pythia. The
mass region highlighted by the gray band in Fig. 5 is excluded
from the fitting.
formed in the mass range 1.15 < me+e− < 2.4 GeV/c
2
and 4.1 < me+e− < 14 GeV/c
2, for both data and simu-
lations. In this normalization scheme, the fit parameters
Ncc¯ and Nbb¯ are equal to the average number cc¯ pairs
and of bb¯ pairs per inelastic d+Au event.
The fit results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 using
the pythiaand mc@nlodistributions, respectively. The
resulting χ2 per degree of freedom (NDF) is 147/81 for
pythiaand 162/81 for mc@nlo. This χ2 is calculated
using statistical uncertainty on the data points only. If we
add the systematic uncertainties in quadrature with the
systematic uncertainties, the χ2/NDF is 30/81 and 34/81
for pythiaand mc@nlo, respectively. These χ2/NDF
represent extremes because the statistical uncertainty ig-
nores the uncorrelated systematic uncertainty while in-
cluding the total systematic uncertainty incorrectly in-
cludes correlated uncertainties. Because we do not know
the fraction of the correlated and uncorrelated systematic
uncertainty in the total quoted systematic uncertainty,
we conservatively assume that it is entirely correlated
and use the fit results from the corresponding case.
For the pythiasimulation we obtain the fit parame-
ters:
Ncc¯ = 0.069±0.006(stat)±0.021(syst) (10)
Nbb¯ = 0.00061±0.00011(stat)±0.00019(syst) (11)
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FIG. 8: Double differential e+e− pair yield from heavy flavor
decays fitted to simulated distributions from mc@nlo. The
mass region highlighted by the gray band in Fig. 5 is excluded
from the fitting.
and for the mc@nlo
Ncc¯ = 0.172±0.017(stat)±0.060(syst) (12)
Nbb¯ = 0.00060±0.00014(stat)±0.00020(syst) (13)
The quoted systematic uncertainties were determined by
refitting the data points varied up, then down, by one
σsyst.
Additional systematic uncertainties arise from the
models themselves. In the mc@nlocalculation model
uncertainties were evaluated by varying the renormaliza-
tion scale by a factor of 2 up and down; the uncertainties
are found to be 5% and 2.5% for charm and bottom re-
spectively. These are quadratically small compared to
those arising from the data uncertainties. For pythiano
separate evaluation of scale-dependence was done.
A second type of model-dependence in the cross sec-
tion arises from the dependence of the pair acceptance on
the quark-antiquark correlation from the QCD produc-
tion process, as discussed above. By comparing results
obtained with the different simulations we can see that
the model dependence of the bottom cross sections are
less than 2%. For charm production, on the other hand,
the extracted cross sections differ by 50% . The large dif-
ference in the model dependence of the extracted charm
and bottom cross sections results from the fact that the
bottom mass is much larger and thus the fraction of e+e−
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TABLE VII: Compilation of the published bb¯ cross sections.
σbb(µb) Reference
3.4±0.8 (stat)±1.1 (syst) This work
3.2+1.2−1.1 (stat)
+1.4
−1.3 (syst) [20]
3.9 ± 2.5 (stat)+3−2 (syst) [22]
4.0 ±0.5 (stat) ± 1.1 (syst) [14]
pairs that fall into the PHENIX acceptance is dominated
by the decay kinematics. For charm production the cor-
relation between c and c¯ contribute more significantly.
With the fit parameter Nbb¯ from above, and the ac-
ceptance relations in Table V, we can determine rapid-
ity densities and cross sections for bottom production in
d+Au collisions. The cross section follows as:
σdAubb¯ = Nbb¯ × σdAuinel (14)
We find 1.38 µb and 1.36 µb using the Nbb¯ determined
using pythiaor mc@nlo, respectively; there is essen-
tially no model dependence in the extracted cross sec-
tions. Consequently, we report the bottom production
cross section of:
σdAubb¯ = 1.37±0.28(stat)±0.46(syst)mb (15)
and a corresponding rapidity density at midrapidity av-
eraged over ∆y = 1 of:
dσdAu
bb¯
dy
∣∣∣
y=0
= 0.54±0.11(stat)±0.18(syst)mb (16)
The average number of binary collisions is 7.6 ± 0.4 in
inelastic d+Au events[24], and the inelastic p+p cross
section is σppinel = 42 ± 3 mb. The quoted systematic
uncertainty on the cross section includes all uncertainties,
but is dominated by those on the measurement itself.
This is the first measurement of the bb¯ cross section
in d+Au collisions. One can naively extract a nucleon-
nucleon equivalent bb¯ cross section, and find it to be
σNNbb = 3.4±0.8(stat)±1.1(syst) µb. This value is con-
sistent with the other bb¯ cross section values as reported
by other measurements, and a comparison is shown in
the Table. VII.
Cold-nuclear-matter effects have been measured for
heavy flavor in d+Au [13, 17–19]. In some cases, the
effects are small enough to be within the quoted uncer-
tainties of the measurement presented here. In others,
they occur at forward or backward rapidity where the
effects will not be observed by these data at midrapidity.
The determination of the charm cross sec-
tion is less reliable due to the large model de-
pendence. Using the pythiacalculation we
find σppcc¯ = 385±34(stat)±119(syst) µb and
for the mc@nlocalculation we find σppcc¯ =
958±96(stat)±335(syst) µb. We conclude that the
large model dependence does not allow an accurate
determination of the charm cross section from our
e+e− pair measurement. As shown in Table IV, the
model dependence of the pair acceptance is already
substantial for detection of pairs with mass > 1.16
GeV/c2 in one unit of rapidity. To test predictions
for cold-nuclear-matter effects with dilepton data will
require comparisons within specific models. Calculations
should compare the shape of the predicted e+e− mass
and pT spectra to those presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
PHENIX recorded a large sample of e+e− pairs from
d+Au collisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV in 2008. The e+e−
pair yield is consistent with the expected yield from pseu-
doscalar and vector meson decays and semi-leptonic de-
cays of heavy mesons. The high statistical precision of
the data allows exploration of both the mass and pT de-
pendence of the e+e− yield. Using the double differen-
tial information, we can clearly isolate the contribution
of heavy flavor decays and determine the fraction of the
yield from cc¯ and bb¯ production. We report the first
measurement of the bb¯ production cross section in d+Au
collisions.
Our procedure utilizes model predictions of the shape
of the double differential e+e− spectra from bb¯ and cc¯
production, with a filter requiring that the e+ and e−
fall inside the PHENIX central arm acceptance. The
two simulations used in this work, pythiaand mc@nlo,
predict very different correlations between the q and q¯.
In pythiathe qq¯ correlation is driven by the particular
implementation of intrinsic kT , while in mc@nlothe qq¯
correlation arises from including NLO terms in the cal-
culation.
For bb¯ production, the fraction of e+e− pairs at midra-
pidity, and therefore also in the PHENIX acceptance,
is primarily determined by the decay kinematics of the
two independent semi-leptonic decays and is not sensitive
to the substantial model dependence on the bb¯ correla-
tions. For the same reason, the fraction of e+e− pairs
at midrapidity is not sensitive to possible modifications
of the momenta for b and b¯ due to cold-nuclear-matter
effects. Determination of the bb¯ cross section thus has
little model dependence and the measured e+e− double
differential spectra can be used to reliably calculate the
production cross section, for which we find:
σdAubb¯ = 1.37±0.28(stat)±0.46(syst) mb, (17)
A search for cold-nuclear-matter effects will be possible
by comparing the double differential results reported here
with those in p+p collisions. The current result should
already help to constrain models of cold-nuclear-matter
effects on heavy quark production.
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